At least 80 percent of IT operations involve changes to the application infrastructure, according to industry analysts. And the massive volume of patches, configurations, customizations, upgrades and migrations, along with pressure to deploy application changes faster than ever, introduces serious risk. Manually managing the change process is resource-intensive and ineffective. In addition, regulations like Sarbanes-Oxley have increased the complexity of managing continual change.

What if you could streamline and automate your application change management process? This would reduce risk, strengthen compliance and free up more time for innovation, such as adopting DevOps. With Stat® for Oracle E-Business Suite (EBS), you can proactively manage change through increased visibility into, and control over, the entire change process. Through automated workflows, version control, impact analysis, object/file locking, migration management and powerful reporting and auditing capabilities, Stat for Oracle EBS empowers you to manage change without disrupting business.

With Stat for Oracle EBS, you can:

- Support your DevOps initiatives
- Reduce costs and futureproof Oracle EBS support
- Schedule migrations and releases during off hours
- Enforce separation of duties for improved compliance
- Simplify migrations with automated pre- and post-migration steps
- Automate and safely roll back changes
- Manage and migrate file, schema and functional setups
- Evaluate impact and scheduling of patches
- Manage all application changes in a single solution for easier auditing
- Control all aspects of the change process with workflow, business rules, transfer rules and approval rules

"With Stat, the ability to report and confirm to outside auditors that we are following process is immeasurable. You can’t quantify the ability to comply — it’s like trying to quantify the ability to stay in business."

Randy Harless, Vice President and CIO, Edgen

**BENEFITS:**

- Automates tasks to reduce risk, support DevOps and improve compliance.
- Supplies complete application change management for patches, setups, customizations and extensions with automation, issue management, notifications, workflow and approvals
- Provides the ability to schedule and automate migrations during off hours
- Features patch automation with impact analysis, including considerations for customizations and extensions
- Offers complete automation for Oracle application custom files and setup with versioning and comparisons
- Provides user security and roles required by compliance regulations

Stat for Oracle EBS features Patch Impact, which provides visibility into the applications and objects affected by a patch.
Prevent disaster by understanding the impact of Oracle application patches before you make changes.

**FEATURES**

- **Automated patching** — Enforces best practices for patch management automatically, reducing risk.
- **Scheduled migrations** — Prevents business interruption by running scheduled migrations/releases during off hours.
- **Object compare** — Compares Oracle EBS setups with most AOL setup types and more than 100 additional setup types for several application modules, including Order Management General Ledger. Improves visibility into changes. Simplifies planning for application development and testing.
- **Streamlined workflow** — Enables you to track all issues, automate team processes, group tasks by project, assign status requirements and provide approval authorization. Provides centralized management through either the Stat web client or Windows client.
- **Compliance management** — Helps ensure regulatory compliance by locking out and auditing unauthorized changes to an application. Enforces change policies via workflow, role-based security rights and audits of any and all changes to the underlying business logic. Provides reports to help you easily achieve compliance.
- **Version control** — Version all EBS objects using the native version control repository in Stat or integrate with your existing VCM, such as P4, PVCS, CVS, SVN, TFS and Git.
- **RESTful API** — Integrate Stat with other applications, such as Jira and ServiceNow, using REST API calls.

**Oracle e-Business Suite Environment Requirements**

**RELEASES**

Stat supports all products, including custom products, in the Oracle E-Business Suite release 12.1.x and 12.2.x. Some Stat features will depend on the AD product release.

**TECHNOLOGY STACK**

All components of the technology stack for the Oracle E-Business Suite should be in compliance with Oracle certification requirements.

**STAT ORACLE AGENT**

Stat will be certified with most UNIX- and Intel-based platforms supported by Oracle. Contact Quest Support for updated platform certification. JDK/SDK version 8.

For all system requirements, refer to the latest release notes at: https://support.quest.com

**About Quest**

Quest provides software solutions for the rapidly-changing world of enterprise IT. We help simplify the challenges caused by data explosion, cloud expansion, hybrid datacenters, security threats and regulatory requirements. Our portfolio includes solutions for database management, data protection, unified endpoint management, identity and access management and Microsoft platform management.